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Debaters
take tourney
Varsity, JV,
novice compete
on campus
By JON SWENSON
Cliampion Reporter

The LU debate team hosted and
won the American Debate
Association's (ADA) national tournament during the weekend of
spring break, March 9-11.
Liberty had the most teams break
into elimination rounds, garnering
the highest score of the 30 schools
competing, including the universities of Georgia, Kentucky,
Michigan and Southern California.

Palermo also went into elimination
rounds where they were matched
against Johnson/Tynes. Because
debate rules do not allow teams
from the same school to debate each
other, Johnson/Tynes continued
because diey had a better record.
Faulconer was named the fifth
individual speaker while Doug
Johnson came in eighth.
NOVICE

Every novice team from LU
broke into elimination rounds.
The novice teams were: Morina
Martin and Trishlynn Hampton,
Jennifer Anderson and Ann Isaac,
Mark Crawford and Jonathan
Abraham, Nathan Johnson and Jon
Swenson.
Liberty had two chances to beat
Methodist College and win the final
VARSITY
round in the novice division.
On the varsity level, LU had However, Methodist beat both
three teams competing; these were Johnson/Swenson and Martin/
Bill Lawrence and Lay la Hinton, Hampton in the last two rounds of the
R.J. Snell and John Barr, and tournament and won the division.
Heather Holter and Dave Chapa.
Liberty did better individually,
The two teams of Lawrence/ with the following students winning
Hinton and Snell/Barr broke into awards:
elimination rounds.
Jennifer Anderson, second speaker
Jon Swenson, third speaker
Lawrence and Hinton made it to
Ann Isaac, fourth speaker
semifinals before losing to the tourJonathan Abraham, seventh
nament winner from the University
of the Redlands. Snell and Barr lost speaker
Mark Crawford, eighth speaker
in octofinals.
"In most tournaments at the
national level, the field competing NDT APPROACHES
Liberty's next debate completion
is usually divided with very good
will
be the National Debate
teams and some poor teams mixed
Tournament
finals.
in so you can count on a few easier
"We
expect
tofinishas one of the
rounds," Hinton said. "At this tourtop
eight
teams
at the NDT tournanament every team was really comment.
When
you
reach that level, all
petitive, so Bill and I had hard
the
teams
are
so
good that anything
debates every round."
can
happen,"
Debate
Head Coach
Lawrence and Hinton ended the
Brett
O'Donnell
said.
"Liberty is
preliminary rounds 7-1 and beat
beginning
to
be
in
the
position to
four out of the five top-ranked
actually
win
the
NDT
tournament."
teams they debated. The only
The tournament comprises 74
team they lost to during the whole
teams.
The top 16 teams in the
tournament was Redlands.
nation — including Liberty's
JUNIOR VARSITY
Lawrence and Hinton duo — are
LU debaters Doug Johnson and automatically entered.
Stephen Tynes made it to die final
The rest of thefieldis decided by
round of die tournament before los- district tournaments. LU's Snell/Barr
ing to James Madison University. matchup are going to the NDT based
Jennifer Faulconer and Amy on their standings in the district

LU hosts tourney
During a national debate tournament, the host has much responsibility. For example, the host must
orchestrate 120 debaters getting to
the right room every two hours
throughout the tournament.
Chris Lundberg, from the
University of Redlands, said,
"Brett O'Donnell did a great job.
This was the best-run tournament
I've ever been to and the food
was great."
LU, Pepsico Inc. and Kroger
sponsored the tournament during

the weekend of spring break and
provided free lunches — unusual
anemities at most tournaments
On Sunday night, the tournament
held a banquet at the Holiday Inn.
After the dinner, all die debaters
and their coaches had the opportunity to have a question and answer
session widi Jerry Falwell.
During the session, Falwell
shared his testimony with die
debaters, who then asked questions.
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Dole to address grads
Falwell extends
invitation
to candidate
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Giief

Senator and presidential candidate Robert
Dole will be delivering the commencement
address to the 1996 graduating class, LU
Chancellor Jerry Falwell announced recently.
Dole, R-Kan., will speak at the 10 am. May 11
ceremony. According to Scott Hatch, executive
director of Families for Dole, a topic for the speech
has not been chosen yet because of the pressures of
campaigning for the GOP nomination.
The senator agreed to speak, Hatch said,
because of his friendship with Falwell. "It
came about with just a meeting between the
senator and Rev. Falwell," he said. "They've
been friends for a long time. It was just a personal invitation."
Dole has been part of the United States
Senate since 1968. In 1971, he became chairman of the Republican National Committee.
He took part in his first of four runs for the
White House in 1976 when Gerald Ford selected him as his vice-presidential running mate.
The senator was born in Russell, Kan., in
1923. He grew up witii his parents, two sisters
and a brother. After enlisting in the army in
1942 he was shot in Italy while fighting
German soldiers.
It took him close to four years to rehabilitate
from his wounds — including a shattered right
shoulder, which left his right hand unusable.
He was helped with medical costs by the people in his hometown, who donated nickels and
dimes totalling $1,800.
After earning his law degree from Washburn
University in 1952, Dole returned home to
Russell where local leaders suggested he run
photo courtesy of World Wide Photos
for the state legislature. After serving in this
post, he went on to serve as a county attorney PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL— Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., will be the commenceand a U.S. Congressman.
ment speaker for the 1996 graduation ceremony.

Tickets
regulated
Graduates who intend to have
relatives attend the graduation
ceremony have to make plans
now. Because of the popularity of
the speaker and limited seating in
the Vines Center, the school is
regulating distribution of tickets.
"You can nave however many
you need," said Barbara
Bbofhe, registrar. "We want
accurate numbers."
The school is asking seniors to
let the registrar's office know the
names of the relatives who plan to
attend. "We want (them) to be
fairly«sure," Boothe said. "Most
people have reserved hotel rooms
by now."
At graduation rehearsal, graduates will receiveticketsfor "prime
seating areas" for the relatives
they said were coining.

Franklin Graham slated
to speak at baccalaureate
nication at Samaritan's Purse.
"Franklin often decides things
Editor in Chief
— even his crusade messages
The 1996 baccalaureate ser- — the week before," he said.
However, Graham will probavice will be led by Rev.
Franklin Graham, president of bly deliver the same evangelical
outreach group Samaritan's style of message that characterPurse and son of world-famous izes the crusades, Roebbelen
said. "I've heard him preach on
evangelist Billy Graham,
Franklin Graham is the first other Christian campuses and his
vice chairman of the board of message doesn't change." He
directors of the Billy Graham added that it would be a sermon
Evangelistic Association and a of "personal challenge."
well-known evangelist in his
Graham is a graduate of
own right, conducting more Montreat-Anderson College
than 10 crusades a year.
and
Appalachian
State
He has just returned from two University.
photo courtesy of World Wide Photos
weeks of preaching in Australia.
He also holds honorary docThe topic of the sermon has torates from Toccoa Falls SON OF A PREACHER MAN —
not been decided yet, said Gary College, Leas McRae College Franklin Graham will preach at
Roebbelen, director of commu- and National University.
the baccalaureate service.
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

— Jon Swenson

Assessment day planned
^r

By STEPHANIE KADAKEK
Champion Reporter
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LET THE TRUTH BE HEARD — Contemporary Christian
band Truth performed at the Vines Center Wednesday
evening. See story on page 4.

Morning classes will be canceled
on Wednesday, April 3. Sound
great? Well, there's a catch.
Instead of listening to lectures and
taking notes, students will be completing special tests to measure academic achievement and satisfaction
widi Liberty as a whole.
Dr. Ellen Black, vice president of
Planning, Research and Assessment, slated that, "(Assessment
Day) is sort of like a 'how-are-wedoing-this-year?' type of tiling."
From 7:45 a.m. until 10 a.m., students are required to report to dieir
assigned locations for their individual tests.

The students who enrolled during the fall of '94, or the spring of
'95 will meet in DH 160-161.
Commuters will report to the Vines
Center and till others report to the
cafeteria.
Those who entered as freshmen
during the fall of 1994 or spring of
1995 will be taking tests similar to
the placement tests given to incoming freshmen.
This is to measure their growth
in math and English skills since
their arrival.
Seniors will be taking various
tests assessing achievement in dieir
field as well as nationally nornied
exams. Commuter students will be
completing a survey dial will detail
dieir special needs and how the

administration can meet diem.
AH odier students will be filling
out surveys such as library assessment surveys, which help the
administration measure die usefulness of the library and the areas that
most need improvement.
These students will also complete
a spiritual life survey, which will
assist in planning speakers for convocation next year.
"We have really seen the students
be very cooperative," Black added.
The testing is all for the students'
benefit, she said. "All of Hie data is
tallied and die administration looks
at it very closely," she said.
Black said the Student Service
(enter came about because assessment testing.

"For several years, students
voiced complaints about having to
run all over campus during registration," she said. "Now the offices are
all located in one convenient area."
The business offices are also open
later during registration because of
suggestions made during the assessment testing.
Black feels very positive about
die effects of the tesling.
"(Testing) gives the students a
voice and llie university important
data about how we are doing,"
Black said.
Black also said dial those interested are welcome 10 view the

findings of the assessment testing.
For more information call Black at
her office.
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• Late-Night Activities
—Friday, March 29: the
late-night activities will be skating, bowling and pun-putt from
11:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Skating will be at the
Skateland on Graves Mill Road.
The $3.50 cost includes skates.
The cost for unlimited bowling
at AMF Lynchburg Bowl is
$6.25, arid shoe rental is free.
Use your LU I D . to buy tickets.
Putt-putt will be at Putt-Putt
Golf and Games on Timberlake
Road. The cost for unlimited golf
is $2. The cost tor eight tokens is
$1 and Go-Cart rides are $2.
For more information, call the
Student Life Office ar 2131.

House will be held
Friday, March 22. at 10 p.m.
and 12:30 p.m. in the Multipurpose 2.
Tickets are $2.
For more information, call the
Student Life Office at 2131.
• DC Talk — The Student Life
Office is now offering tickets to
the DC Talk concert. Cost will
range from S 18.50 to $25.
IX1 Talk performs on Friday,
April 5, at 7:30 in Liberty's
Vines Center.
For more information, call the
Student Life Office at 2131.

« Career Workshops — The following workshops will be taught
by Glen Belden, whose career
includes work as a corporate
management consultant, university administrator, teacher and
business owner.
Each workshop will be conducted between 3:30-4:30 p. m.
in DH 125.
• Monday, April 1: Presenting
yourself well during an interview
• Monday, April 8: Strategies for
getting the job you want
• Thursday, April 4: Knowing
the will of God for your career
• NCAA Final four — The
NCAA final games Will be shown
on the big screen in the Multipurpose Room in David's Place on
Saturday, March 30,from4-10 pjn.
and Monday, April 1, at 9 p.m.
• Coffee House ~ - '80s Coffee

« Aerobics — Student Life will
sponsor aerobic classes in the
multi-purpose room in David's
Place Monday through Friday at
3 and 4 p.m.
The cost is SI per person/per
class. Only women are permitted
to take the class.
For more information, call the
Student Life Office at 2131.
• Orioles vs. Red Sox —
Student Life is sponsoring a trip
to Oriole Park at Camden Yard.
A limited number of tickets are
available for a price of SI4.00,
including transportation.
For more information call the
Student Life Office at 213 L
• Convocation Schedule —
— Wednesday, March 27: Peter
Marshall
— Friday, March 29: Peter
Marshall
~ Monday, April 1: Doug
Randlett/Dr. Danny Lovett

To place information in the Ear, drop notices off at the Champion
office, DeMoss Hall 113. All information should be in an envelope
marked "The Ear, c/o Van Gogh, Liberty Champion." Please submit
information at least two weeks in advance of an event.

Nursing student dies
By CYNTHIA L.TATUM
Champion Reporter
A Liberty University nursing student with a congenital heart defect
died from a heart attack while she
was home for spring break.
Debbie Krone, a junior from
I.ewisburg, Pa., was found dead
around 6 p.m. Saturday, March 9.
"1 was just very shocked," said
Becky Mol, an LU nursing student
who described herself as Krone's
best friend. "She had a heart defect
at birth, but she had not been sick:
we just didn't realize how serious

would not have had a chance to
it was."
Mol described Krone as a person spend any lime with her family
who was extremely dedicated to before she died (on Saturday)," Mol
said. "God knew exactly what He
her family.
was doing."
"Debbie
would
"Debbie had a heart
M 0 I
always talk about her
family and how much for people, and she had remembered
the
time
she enjoyed playing
a heart for missions. Krone travgames with them and
to
spending time with ... We knew we could eled
Albania with
them," Mol said.
always count on her to other nursing
Krone left for spring
pray for us."
students for a
break two days early
- Becky Mol missions trip.
because her mother hail
——————
"She did not
been sick. "If she had
waited until Friday to go home, she feel like the Stales were her home

— Albania was," Mol said.
Krone's long-term goal was to
serve as a missionary and a nurse
to Albania.
"She had a heart for people and
she had a heart for missions," Mol
recalled.
Mol said Krone firmly believed
in the power of prayer and always
requested that other people pray
for her family.
"We knew we could always count
on her to pray for us," Mol said.
Krone is survived by her parents,
David and Linda, her older sister,
Cathy, and her grandmother.

School renovates fields
LUAA, Pepsico,
school provide
project funding
By GINGER GILLENWATER
Champion Reporter

The women's softball team is
tearing up the bases on a renovated
softball field this year. The renovations are the result of a project funded by the Liberty Athletic
Association, die LU general fund
and Pepsico Inc.
Some of the most noticeable
changes are outfield and sideline
fencing, complete with a warning
track — 10 feet of gravel extending out from the fences so that
players are warned that the fence is
getting close.
The field is constantly being
improved. Each
season, the
grounds crew works on improving
the native soil. In 1995, an underground irrigation system was

installed.
Before
this season started,
Field operators laid
down two tons of a
field conditioner,
which helps the
surface by absorbing excess water
and giving off the
moisture after die
ground dries.
During
spring
break, Uic entire
field was fertilized
and Bermuda grass
and seed grass were
planted in the center
of die field.
Alans Berry/LnjERTY CHAMPION
Die dugouts are FIELD O F DREAMS — Roofs a r e currently being installed on the dugouts.
also undergoing a Improvements currently include a press box and a storage closet.
facelift According to
grounds manager Randy Reynolds, board, sponsored by Pepsi, will ments, Reynolds said.
"The LU Athletic Association
roofs will soon be installed. There are be added soon.
During the past two of the three always helped out with funding but
also plans for a paint job. The dugouts
already include a press box and a stor- years that field operations has this year they were able to put
been working to improve the soft- more in," Reynolds said. LUAA
age closet.
The softball field has its own ball field, the money was not splits up its funds between the
flagpole now and a new score available to make the improve- men's and women's sports.
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Go ye into all the world. J
Liberty continued its spring break tradition this year by sending hundreds of students

around the world to share the gospel of Christ during eight missions campaigns.
The teams were led by several different departments and most traveled outside of the

BY

GREGORY MORRIS

CHAMPION REPORTER

U.S. Many students returned with a new perspective on missions.

MEXICO
The purpose of the Mexico trip
was to help construct a church in the
area of Allenda. The people did not
have a church nearby until now. The
trip was sponsored by the senior
class and led by Ted Cunningham.
The team consisted of about 50
people and stayed in the home of
missionaries in Allenda. In the

evenings, the team witnessed in
the streets and fellowshipped with
students from a Christian college
in Allenda.
Brian Jacobs, a team member,
said, "This trip made me realize
how selfish Americans are.
Mexican Christians have almost
nothing, but they give everything
they have to the cause of Christ."

CHILE
The Chile campaign, led by Spanish
Prof. David Towles, is one of the fastestgrowing campaigns. The 13 students
arrived in Chile a day late because of
problems with their flights. According to
Towles, "The team was prepared to give
love, but in no way ready for the love they
were going to receive."
The team goals were to provide
encouragement to the missionary family
they were working with while spreading
the gospel.
There were hundreds of people wanting
to accept Christ, but the team did not have
enough people to speak with each one of
them, so they could not get a firm number
on actual decisions.

mm
JAMAICA
The Jamaica campaign was led by Dean of Men Dane
Emerick. The main areas of ministry for the 10 students
were high schools and children's homes on the island.
According to Emerick, the team had such an overwhelming response, they couldn't get an accurate count

of people wanting to accept Christ. During the whole week,
the number of-hands raised was estimated at 700.
The worst shock for the team was going into a children's
home. The home was not kept up well, and there was a bad
odor. Emerick said that "adding a little joy to their lives" was
the one of the most important things to do while there.

Rist, Spohn move up
BY TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

Dr. Boyd Rist was appointed last
week to fill a vice presidency that
had been vacant for more than a year.
Rist, currently dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences and dean of the
faculty, will take over as vice president of Academic Affairs July 1.
"A dean is limited to his particular
college or school," Liberty's president, Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin, said
following the appointment. "As vice
president, he oversees academic programs of the entire university."
Rist will be replaced as dean of
Arts and Science by Dr. Terry Spohn.
The vice president slot was for-

merly held by Dr. Earls Mills, who
retired more than a year ago. At that
time, the responsibilities of the position were carried by both the president's office and the newly created
dean of faculty position.
Rist will continue as dean of faculty after assuming the vice presidency. He is moving into the position
after more than 15 years at Liberty.
Spohn will be taking over as dean
of the College of Arts and Science on
July 1. He is currently a professor of
biology and director of the Center for
Creation Studies.
"I want to know how I can help
our faculty do their jobs," he said. "I
want to look at problems and see
what we can do for solutions."

Spohn said the job will be easier
because of administrative experience
he gained while helping to found a
school in Korea. "I had imput in policy-making at all levels," he said.
Spohn also brings to the post two
decades of college teaching experience. He has a PhD. from Texas
Tech University.
It has not been determined yet if
Spohn will continue as director of
the Center for Creation Studies. "He
himself will make that decision,"
Guillermin said.
Spohn said he will not decide until
he has worked as dean for a while
and knows what the time pressures
are. "I have to spend some real time
with Dr. Rist," he said.

in rKiMrTl7^*sA^s'~:

MOROCCO
This campaign took nine students, led by Fitu Tafaoa, to
Morocco. Because Morocco is a
country closed to the gospel, the
goals of the team differed from
those of other groups. The teams
goals were:
•To fellowship and encourage
the missionaries presently in
Morocco.
•To share the gospel with
Moroccans at every opportunity.
•To challenge LU students and
make them more aware of the
need for overseas missions.
The team took 150 pounds of
medical supplies to a British midwife and an American nurse and
also took supplies to missionaries
and their children.
Because Morocco is a closed
country, anyone looking like a
missions group will not be
UNITED STATES
There were several missions
trips within the United States.
YouthQuest sponsors a trip to
Clearwater Beach, Fla., every
year. The team of 48 spent the
whole week on the beach evangelizing. There were about 50 decisions for Christ.
YouthQuest also sent a team of
50 students to New York. The
team, led by YouthQuest
Director Matt Wilmington,
helped Manhattan Christian
Academy with various duties.
They also had the opportunity to
witness on the streets, in the subways and on the Staten Island
Ferry. "God assured me that if 1
was open and willing, that he
could use me to do ministry,"

allowed into the country. Tafaoa
said at customs, the officials asked
what the team was bringing into the
country. The team did not tell the
officials they were bringing supplies or a duplicator. The officials

checked 4 of the 27 boxes. All four
boxes contained food.
"The biggest thing was to see the
faith and joy that the missionaries
have in the midst of all that turmoil," Tafaoa said.

team member Kevin Lenium said, as well. The Sounds of Liberty
Sounds of Liberty and Tribute traveled to Georgia and Florida,
took week-long evangelism tours, and Tribute went to New York.
graphics by Keith Ludlow/LlBERTY CHAMPION

EXERCISE...
it comes in many forms.
Everyone needs to exercise. It's a great form of stress relief and it
helps increase the quality of life. We would like to give you some
help finding the way you like to exercise. So, look for
our special FITNESS Section.
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SAAA readies for trip
Abortion
activists plan
annual trip
to Greensboro

SETTIN' UP —
Stagehands build
the 'thrust stage"
for "The Crucible,"
The play, directed
by Dr. David
Allison, will be performed the second
and third weeks of
April in the Lloyd
Auditorium
in
Fine Arts.

By BETSY SEARS
Champion Reporter

phnlnflinriMynr Jmiiin Chrtalori

S t u d e n t s handle t h e T r u t h
By MAINA MWAURA
Champion Reporter

A Christian contemporary band
told nothing but the Truth to a crowd
of 3,000 students and faculty members gathered for the concert in the
Vines Center Wednesday night.
Truth, which also performed during the Wednesday convocation, is
currently on its "One" tour, which is
named after its latest release.
Jason Breland, associate director
of Truth, said, "We feel like we captured musically what God is doing
in our music ministry today."
The group kicked off the performance with songs from their new
album to let the audience experience

Breland is in the process of taking
the changes in Truth's style.
"Truth is about communicating the over the band directorship from his
gospel through music. Music style father, Roger Breland, who was the
c h a n g e s • • • • • • • • • • • • • ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ B B B main speaker during
the concert.
because time
"Truth is about
The elder Breland
changes,"
communicating the
talked about God's
Breland said.
gospel through music. guiding hand in their
Although
ministry and shared
Breland said the
Music style changes
about the miracles the
past year has
been a difficult because time changes." group had seen take
— Jason Breland place during their
one for the band
— full of finanTruth member ministry days.
Jason Breland's
cial problems, _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _________
personal hardships and closed doors wife, Amy, who, like Jason, is a
in foreign countries — he said the graduate of Liberty, also spoke, givmembers of Truth do not regret what ing a brief testimony about how God
they've been through. "(God) made taught her while she was a student at
us better because of it," he said.
Liberty University.

Picketing abortion clinics in
Greensboro and holding a pro-life
rally at LU are just two of the
activities that Liberty's Students
Active Against Abortion are
involved in this semester.
SAAA has also been busy this
year with literature drops, concerts, pickets and meetings.
S AAA's annual trip to picket

Greensboro clinics will take
place March 29-30.
According to SAAA leader
Sue Smith, the group has been
going to Greensboro for the last
three years.
Along with other pro-life
believers, they will picket Planned
ParenUtoods and area abortion
clinics, as well as minister to area
church youth groups.
Smith said SAAA usually
averages 30 people on the trip,
and this year an estimated 20
are going.
Members of SAAA stay in
homes
of
anti-abortion
Christians during the trip and
meals are provided.
Unfortunatley, students must

pay for gas.
A Stand-Up-for-Life rally,
with the Rev. Johnny Hunter, is
planned for April 18atLU.
The next day, students will be
picketing
abortion
clinics
throughout Lynchburg.
According to Smith, Rev.
Hunter is a Christian anti-abortion activist who travels around
the world encouraging people to
stand up for the unborn.
Smith said it was by the grace
of God that SAAA was able to
schedule Hunter at Liberty.
There will be a meeting at 7
p.m. on March 25 in DH 118 to
discuss pro-life issues and how
students can speak out for the
babies who cannot.

Car crash leaves LUES officer
w i t h head and chest injuries
By CHANNING SCHNEIDER
and ANNE CLAY
Liberty's Sgt. Sergio David
Kopeler was involved in a single car accident Tuesday night
that resulted in severe head and
chest injuries.
According to J.O. Renalds,
Kopeler is in charge of the
Liberty
Criminal
Justice

Academy — the training and
standards department of security
— and has been at Liberty for
more than two years.
"Sergio is still hospitalized for
head and chest injuries, but is out
of surgical intensive care,"
Renalds commented.
Neither Kopeler nor his doctors know right now when he
might be coming home, but he is

SKY STAR

out of danger."
According to sophomore
Leslie Johnson, a friend of
Kopeler, Kopeler is scheduled to
return home sometime on
Tuesday of this week.
"He told me that he's really
appreciative of everyone's
prayers,"
Johnson
said.
"Everyone from the security
force has been wonderful."
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150 die in nightclub tragedy
The worst nightclub fire in
almost 20 years caused the
deaths of at least 150 Filipino
youths who didn't make it out
of the single open exit.
This fire has been said to be
the worst nightclub fire since
the 1977 fire in Southgate, Ky.
Manila youths regularly went
to the Manila's Ozone Disco Pub
and because of upcoming graduations, the youths were celebrating
in the pub on the night of the fire.
The fire started a little after
midnight. Sparks from the DJ's

booth spread quickly because of
highly flammable acoustic foam
insulation. Lights fell from the
ceiling, darkening an already
smoky building.
There were more than 400
people in the small building,
which was designed and
approved for use by only 35
people. There was an emergency exit, but it had been
blocked when another building
was built beside it.
The Filipino president has
ordered that the owners be

Jury convicts Salvi of murder

questioned about why they
let so many people into the
club at once.
The Associated Press reported
that Hermilo Ocampo, one of the
owners, said that the disco had a
safety certificate from the Bureau
of Fire Protection. Ihe high toll,
he said, was caused by the panic
triggered by the heavy smoke, not
overcrowding.
The corridor to the only exit
was waist high in charred bodies.

World
News

—Gregory Morris

John Salvi was convicted Monday, March 18, of
murdering two women in a
shooting rampage at Boston
abortion clinics in 1994.
Salvi, 24, was charged with
two counts of first-degree murder and five of assault with
intent to murder. First-degree
murder carries a mandatory
sentence of life without parole.
Salvi received the maximum
sentence of life in prison without parole.
The jury contemplated for nine

hours (luring a two-day period
before reaching a decision. As
the verdict was read, Salvi, who
had disrupted court proceedings,
simply stood silently with his
head down. Friends and relatives,
along with jury members, cried
as the verdicts were read.
Salvi's lawyer, J.W. Carney Jr.,
argued that his client was innocent by reason of insanity and
continuously asked Judge Barbar
Dortch-Okara to declare Salvi
incompetent to stand trial, but
this request was denied.

Ihey argued that Salvi planned
his crime and was competent
Salvi walked into a Boston
Planned Parenthood clinic Dec.
30, 1994, and opened fire.
Receptionist Shannon Lowney, 25, was killed and three others were wounded. Salvi then
drove a few miles to the Preterm
Health Services clinic and
opened fire again, killing receptionist Fee Ann Nichols, 38 and
wounding two others.
—Cynthia L. Tatum

Europe
enters
cyber space
Europe is hooking into the
Internet but everybody doesn't
like the ramifications that come
along with the cyber world.
Lawyers are facing legal nightmares because of the unlicensed
doctors and lawyers who find their
way to the computer screen. There
has also been uproar about the
amount of unregulated pornographic
material that is available on the 'Net
Lawsuits to establish regulations are
expected to be profuse in the future.
Lawmakers are already making
the changes in the obvious areas of
child and other hard-core pornography, but many feel that not enough
is being done.
According to the British Labour
Party, the government needs to
take responsibility to legislate public interest and regulate the
Internet. Parliament passed legislation last month that reflects this
national concern. The media industries are worried that the government or courts would apply the
established advertising restrictions
and content quotas to the commercial on-line service.
The industry of Internet is organizing itself to a lobby in European
capitalists. Industry officials want
a technological fix that is able to
screen user software that they
would consider offensive to begin
the regulation process.
— Ginger Gillenwater
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Where (he Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty. II Corinthians 3:17

We have plenty to do
before we can relax
We're nearing the home stretch.
It's starting to look like spring. The air is milder, and the grass is
greener. And our minds are more distracted.
Don't let your brain leave school before your body, There are still
several important things to get through before we can take a fullfledged vacation.
Final exams and year-end projects are an example. Though it's
tempting to ditch class and go frolic in one of Lynchburg's sunny
meadows, it may not be the most expedient thing to do.
Seniors especially need to cure their recurring attacks of senioritis and keep plugging away at their studies — even if it means wasting a few hours of peak tanning time.
These alumni-to-be still have announcements to address and
maiL resume's to send and cover letters to write. Not to mention
for the less-fortunate graduates — EDP registration.
And besides all of these academic demands, there are also
extracurricular activities that require our attention this time of year.
SGA elections are coming up, and a lot of hard campaign work is
waiting to be done before next year's officers are in place.
So, don't let this semester's opportunities and requirements go by
unacknowledged or unmet.
Sure, we can take time to smell the roses, but we just can't sit in
the garden too long.
We still have a lot to do — only there's less time to do it.

Students should be
responsible voters, citizens
The 1996 presidential race is just about to get heated — and voters can't
let themselves be left out in the cold.
This may be me first time some students have been able to vote in a
national election. Still others are voting veterans. But whatever one's voting experience, this year is a perfect time to practice responsible citizenship. And responsible citizenship means a whole lot more than marking a
ballot on election day.
Students need to start paying attention now to the rhetoric of the candidates. If, by chance, they find a candidate to stand behind, they need
to volunteer on the grassroots level.
One good thing about Liberty is that students don't have to wait until the
summer to be politically involved. The campus chapter of the College
Republicans and other local organizations can use help now.
Students shouldn' t wait until November to start earing about their future.
There's no time like the present.

Passage of the week ...
"And when he had called the people unto him with his disciples
also, he said unto them, Whosoever will come after me, let him deny
himself, and take up his cross, and follow me.
"For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; but whosoever shall
lose his life for my sake and the gospel's, the same shall save it.
"For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world,
and lose his own soul?
"Or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?
"Whosoever therefore shall be ashamed of me and of my words in
this adulterous and sinful generation; of him also shall the Son of
man be ashamed, when he coraeth in the glory of his Father with the
holy angels." (Mark 8:34-36)
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Bill and Hillary Clinton toy
with tree of good and evil
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think I should run for president.
I realize it's a little late to enter the race
— but, hey, Perot is making noise about seeking the presidency; and if he can come in at
the last moment, gentle reader, I don't see any
reason why I can't.
Of course, this is a
somewhat
drastic
career jump. Until
recently I've beer
happy working as i
journalist, with nary i
thought of entering
the world of mudTIMOTHY J.
slinging and dealGIBBONS
making.
That was before I
found out what Alan Keyes used to do for
a living.
For those of you who are similarly ignorant
about minor candidates, Keyes used to host a
talk-radio show, critiquing and commenting
on the foibles of the government. And finding
that out has proven to be the final piece in a
pattern that makes me wonder if it is my time
to enter the presidential race.
Observe:
To attract attention to his flat tax proposal,
Steve Forbes jumps into the race for the GOP.
His former job: publishing a magazine.
Pat Buchanan hopes to enforce his xenophobic tendency as president of the U.S. His
former job: writing commentary pieces.
And, as previously mentioned, Keyes
brings to the political quest the experience
gained from being drive-time entertainment.
ur nation has placed a modern-day other words, could be the nation's savior.
Does anyone else notice a pattern here?
That's why the Clintons fought so hard for
Adam and Eve in the White House.
Somehow it has become commonplace for
health-care reform. That's why the White
Yes, you read correcUy.
the observer, the bystander, the spectator to
Now I'm not suggesting (by a long shot) House issues statements like "Clinton has
take part in the action he's watching.
that the Clintons are perfect physical speci- created 4.5 million jobs since he took office."
Witnesses have become participants.
mens. Nor am I hinting that they can commu- That's why we have a nation full of depenAnd yes, gentle reader, I have a problem
nicate with the animals and live as one with dents who look to the government — instead
with this — for I don't really trust commenof God — to fulfill their needs.
Mother Earth.
tators to run the government.
The goal is called superhuman power. And
I do believe, however, that theirs is a sigCommentators are adept at coming up with
the hunger for it ignores the
nificant — albeit slightly different
solutions and sounding authoritative.
being who made power possi— connection with the real first
Trust me. I've written somewhere around
ble. It also ignores the real needs
couple. Just like Adam and Eve, the
15,000 words for these weekly columns.
of people.
Clintons have fallen for the world's
After awhile, it becomes easy to sound as if I
oldest lie — only they have transAlthough the effects of such
know what I'm talking about —: to dispense
formed it into a political philosophy.
thinking can be disastrous as
prescriptions without a license.
Sadly enough, the effects of their
well as contagious, we shouldn't
The rub? Columnists don't actually have to
philosophy — much like the effects
lose heart. The redeeming qualiknow what they're talking about; they just
of Adam's fall — are seeping into
ty of pseudo-deity is this: it doeshave to sound like it.
the other branches of government MICHELLE
n't work.
Unfortunately, gentle reader, that's exactly
FANNIN
as well.
Take Herman Cintron for examwhat we don't need in government
BB—
• pie. He's a former gang leader,
It's the ancient line that Satan " ^ " ^ " • " ^
We don't need people who sound good but
handed Eve. It's the phrase that caused Adam drug trafficker and lawbreaker. But now he's
don't have practical experience.
to scarf down the proverbial apple. It's what preaching peace and trust in God.
We don't need politicians who focus on
Ironically, Cintron didn't change through
started imperfection. It's simply this, "You
attracting readers instead of fixing problems.
a government program. In fact, he tried
shall be as gods."
We don't need candidates who are all
Now I'm sure (or at least I hope) that Bill such programs and found them ineffective.
sound and no substance.
and Hillary haven't engraved this creed on Cintron changed through a faith-based
Don't get me wrong; I'm not busting on
a plaque in the Oval Office. Likewise, I'm community program, and so have many
columnists (I wouldn't want to get on Tom
sure that our nation's leaders don't recite others like him.
hikel's bad side). However, I feel that observOne member of such a program told the
this as a manua when they skip down the
ing, commentating and critiquing demands
Washington Times why it works. "I did the different skills than running the government.
Capitol steps. No, the quest to be godlike
has manifested itself more subtly in our conventional methods of help to no avail for
I'm sure that Keyes and others of his ilk
years," he said. Then he was given a Bible
nation's government.
are adept at dissecting government. Rush
Why do you think liberals hang on so dear- and was befriended by a Christian, and his
Limbaugh is sure he knows how to handle
life changed dramatically.
ly to costly social programs while our nation
the problems facing America. Tom Likes
teeters on the brink of economic disaster? Are
So, yes, Bill and Hillary, we can be agents
feels he is an expert in governmental policy.
they more compassionate and caring? Do of change, but not if we go the way of Adam
I wouldn't be surprised if Howard Stern
they have a sacrificial love for humanity? and Eve.
released a critique of the Federalist Papers.
Most likely not.
As Ronald Reagan said, "We were meant
That doesn't make them qualified to put
to be masters of destiny, not victims of fate."
their ideas into practice.
Somewhere along life's path, these people
have bitten into the idea that through the gov- Yet if we ignore the God who made us and
It has often been said that talk is cheap.
ernment, the lives of the "less fortunate" can strive to make ourselves and our government
I'd like to add another line to that: so is
be radically changed and bettered. And since into deity, we won't get far at all.
commentating. Governing takes a lot more
All we'll have left is a ribcage full of
the government is run by humanity, it follows
than talk.
that the people in government could be solely empty pride — and a nation full of people
But, hey, what do I know?
starving for the truth.
responsible for bettering the nation. Or in
I'm just a columnist.
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The Liberty Champion encourages members of the community to submit letters to the
editor on any subject.
1 .etters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing
in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of the Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear the
endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the property of the Liberty Champion. 'Hie Champion
reserves the right to accept, reject, or edit any
letter received, according to the Champion
stylebook. laste and Liberty University mission statement. The deadline for letters is 6

p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Lditor, Uie
Champion" and drop them off in 1)11 113 or
mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

The books of R.L. Stine should give parents,
communities a lot more than "Goosebumps"

A

nd then Amy cried, "Stuart!"
On die surface, Stine seems to promote
Puddles of dark blood had clotted on positive values. His characters are usually
the back of Stuart's head. His scalp had been happy children or teens from loving homes.
smashed open, a slice of white skull showing
There is virtually no blatant immorality in his
through. Blood has soaked into his
stories. Drugs and alcohol are
shirt and onto the sand around his
never mentioned; there is a
head.
Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew innocence and simplicity to the charA few feet from his battered body
acters and settings. But Stine is
lay a thick, driftwood log, bloodied at
not preaching family values by a
one end.
long shot.
"He's been murdered," Ronnie
said, holding Amy tightly, his hands
In pre-teen book, The Werewolf
siuklenly as cold as death (Beach
of Fever Swamp, tiiree neighborTOM
House, pp. 94-95).
hood children save their dog
from being put down for the
Welcome to the world of R.L. INKEL
Stine, the most popular pre-teen • • •
bloody deaths of several pets and
writer of our decade. Stine sells one-and-awild animals. The story is charming and simhalf million books a month. My local library
ple, tainted only by the descriptions ol disemowns 100 Stine titles, most from his wildly
boweled animals. However, in lite end, one of
]X)pular Goosebump series; but when 1 lix>ked lite neighborhood children turns into a werefor a few to research this editorial, 1 found
woll and attacks the boy telling the story. The
only three still on the shelf. One survey taken
hoy's dog then kills die werewolf/child, but
at the library found that nearly {)0 percent of
not before die protagonist has been bitten.
all adolescents and pre-teen patrons check out
Thus, the story ends widt the boy turning
books by Stine.
into a werewolf and going out to hunt prey
But at least they're not watching TV, right? widi his dog.

Stine adds many other ingenious twists to
his stories. One story about a girl trying out
for die cheerleading squad ends widi die girl's
modier killing several cheerleaders to make
room for her daughter. Stine deals widi murderous, torturous babysitters (The Babysitter
l-TV), killer bee attacks (Why I Am Afraid of
Bees), deadly dates (Blind Date, The
Boyfriend, The Girlfriend), and evil camps
(The Horror at Camp Jellyjam, Welcome to
Camp Nightmare). He writes entire stories
about the monsters under die bed and in die
closet dial turn out to be real, despite what
parents say.
These kind of stories can lead to a lifetime

appetite for honor and perversion. Stephen
King is a small step for (lie young teen who
has exhausted die (ioosebump series. Novels
involving sexual horror and Satanic fiction are
natural successors to torn animals and murdered teens.
Look for Stine in your local library. Read
one of his novels for yourself. Then talk to the
head librarian. The most popuktr children's
author Of our time may be turning your
younger brother or sister into a horror freak.
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English should be the official language of the U.S.
By TONY WITTRIEN
Champion Reporter

With all of the different languages spoken in the United
States, only one of them, the
English language, stands out as the
most widely used.
So why is it that the country with
the largest number of fluent
English speakers has yet to establish it as the official language?
What factors have kept our government from doing this?
America has often been dubbed
the "melting pot" of the world.
People from all races and nationalities have immigrated here for a
chance at a better life. Most immigrants worked very hard to provide
a decent living for themselves and
their families, and also worked
very hard to learn the English lan-

Despite this vast array of
cultural differences, however,
one glaring similarity between
nearly all of the sub-cultures
within the U.S. is the English
language.
Wherever any traveler goes
within America, he will find
that the English language is
used in newspapers, billboards, road signs, television
and radio. Granted, there are
several Spanish and other foreign language newspapers and
other media published or sold
in this country, but as a general rule, English is undeniably
the most widely used language in this country.
Take for example, the
upcoming summer Olympic
games, which are taking place
in Atlanta, Ga. When people
from all over the
world come to
Atlanta,
what
will nearly all of
the non-English
speaking tourists
and athletes bring
A
85% Yes with them?
Spanish or French
translator or dictionary?
No, of course not.
They
will
bring
68% No
English translators
with them.
And to relate this
issue closer to home,
77% Yes
there are many, many
students
Survey of 131) andean | foreign

guage.
In many cases, immigrants
would refuse to teach their native
language to their children so that
the children would learn to speak
only English.
They knew that becoming proficient in speaking English would
help them and their descendants
further their careers as well as their
lives. It would also help them
become more adept at fitting into
the culture of their new country.
As far as countries and cultures
go, the United States is by far one
of the most colorful on Earth. The
term "culture shock," which is
ordinarily used to describe the
effect on people experiencing new
cultures from country to country, is
also used by U.S. citizens when
they go from state to state and
region to region.
—————

Survey
Should English be the
only official language
of the United States?
Shouid states have
the right to have an
official language?
Should immigrants be
forced to learn the
English language?
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By WARREN TILLMAN
Champion Reporter

The Mainland Chinese wish to maintain
the illusion that Taiwan is one of their
provinces — even though Taiwan has been
separated philosophically from the Mainland
ever since Mao Tse Tung came to power during the Communist revolution in China.
Taiwan, which recently held democratic
elections, is a rugged little island off the
coast of China. Its capital is Taipei.
This piece of land may be small, but it
has played a significant role in sheltering
refugees who tried to flee the tyranny of
the Mainland for more than 50 years. The
forces of Nationalist China, the more
democratic version of China, have been
based on Taiwan for just as long.
The question concerning China's recent
militant action against Taiwan is this:
What would China want with a little
island that has never even been a part of
Red China?
One possibility may be that the Chinese
people want to annex Taiwan for a power
play against the United States. They may
want to see how much the only remaining
superpower is willing to risk for this small
island that has been a refuge for the pro-

attending Liberty
University
whose primary language is that of
their home country or culture. But
what language do they have to
learn and use in order to be successful here?
You guessed it: English.
International business is also a
ripe medium for the use of a single
language. Because the United
States does business with dozens
and dozens of foreign countries,
most of which are non-English
speaking, it should come as no sur-

its pull, since China can almost sustain
democracy movement.
itself. Because of this, a U.S.-mandated
The Chinese may want to see if the
embargo will not have any noticeable
United States would use her own military
effect on the economic structure of China.
power to protect those who rally against
Yes, China may be trying to start World
Communism — even though Communism
War III, but in reality, the Chinese are
does not exist in a pure form anywhere
probably trying to shake
else in the world.
•mm^^^
^ mm^^^
^
^
^
™
up the U.S. military to see
Another possible rea- •
son for China's recent
"The Chinese may want what rhattles:In f ? c t ' C h i n a
actions may be fear of
J
may be vying for superanother
Tiennamen to See if the United States
power status to compete
with the U.S.
Square incident. But
would
use
her
own
An idea that is not too
this is doubtful since
military power
unrealistic, considering
the Chinese military
that the Chinese governfollows a custom of
to protect those
ment has used military
total obedience to its
who rally against
threats before to accomsuperiors. Sometimes,
because of the large
Communism — even plish its goals.
Look at its violent revonumber of forces, one
though Communism lution
of 60 years ago as a
soldier is ordered to die
does not exist
reference point.
just to keep the discipline and test fidelity.
in pure form anywhere Obviously, there could
be a number of reasons
After all, China is a
in the world."
for the actions of the
very large country with
Chinese. At the very
a huge population —
least, they may just want to test their milruled by a tyrannical regime. Not only
itary might.
does this regime have no qualms about
making an example of a soldier, it also has
But in any event, it appears that China
no qualms about squashing a demonstrawishes to test the resolve of the United
tion — now that it knows what to expect
Nations via the United States.
from one.
The question that should concern
Americans is this: what will President
And since China is home for so many
Clinton do? Will he yield to the embarpeople, who is going to notice (or make a
rassment of the free world or will he stand
fuss) if a few hundred or even a few thoufirm on the United States' promise to prosand demonstrators vanish?
tect Taiwan?
Dealing with Communist powers has
Only time will tell, but given Clinton's
changed. Unlike the Cold War days, when
track record, America is left to wonder if
grain could be used as leverage against the
this confrontation would have taken place
USSR, China only has "most favored
if a stronger president were in office.
nation status," which even now is losing

SPEAKp
Should English be the
official language of the U.S.?
"Yes, because it originated
that way — it's the native
language."
— Claudia J. S. Ania, Fr.
Bolivia
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Why is mainland China
threatening Taiwan?
China may be
testing U.S.
commitment
to democracy

u

prise that English is the most widely used second language in the
business world.
In general, the English language
is quickly becoming the most
widely practiced language in the
world. And while millions of people may not speak English as their
primary language, there are more
than 200 million people in this
country who do.
So with all of this going for the
English language, there doesn't
seem to be any real plausible rea-

Q litertf
Buchanan is not a racist,
he shouldn't be attacked
Editor:
This letter is in response to Michelle
Fannin's biased letter on GOP candidate
Pat Buchanan. As I read this article, I was
appalled at the slander and unwarranted
lies she made against Buchanan. Pat
Buchanan has never made any racist or
bigoted remarks, and just because he is
not part of the "mainstream" establishment, he has been attacked by
Republicans and this fine newspaper. I
am asking that Fannin publish her proof
of his racism and bigotry, or I ask she
apologize to the Champion readers for
stooping to the level of the Washington
Post for printing statements that can't be
backed up.
In her critique of his isolationism
plank, I feel she missed the mark.
Buchanan is for keeping out those "illegal" immigrants who come over and steal
our jobs, inflict crime in our cities, and
receive government protection and aid for
it. I see nothing wrong with this.

Buchanan is for keeping America out of
situations where it does not belong, like
Haiti and Bosnia, and so if this makes
him an isolationist, then most of America
would agree with him.
I feel Fannin did Buchanan a great
injustice when she failed to mention his
stance on abortion: he is 100 percent
against abortion in all cases, and to my
knowledge, only Dr. Falwell has ever
made that statement. Buchanan is for
restoring America to its moral duty, to its
patriotic and historical heritage, and for
keeping U.S. troops only under the U.S.
flag.
I hope I have clarified the issues for
Fannin so she won't misprint facts about
other people. I invite Fannin to a College
Republicans meeting, so she can learn
about the candidates and what they stand
for.
Neil Eckard

We're Online!

T h e s c h o o l h a s m o v e d into the electronic age — a n d the
Liberty Champion is c a u g h t u p in the flow. T h e Champion c a n n o w
receive c o m p l a i n t s , c o m p l i m e n t s a n d o t h e r letters to the e d i t o r electronically. S e n d all e-mail to:
c h a m p i o n @ liberty.edu
P l e a s e i n c l u d e t h e subject of the letter, w h e t h e r or n o t it is
for publication and the a u t h o r ' s p h o n e n u m b e r .

"English should be the only
official language because it
distinguishes the U.S. and it
also unifies the U . S . "
— Chris Turley, Jr.
Cleveland, Ohio

"English should be the primary
language of the U.S. because
of the negative effects I have
seen between the English and
the French in Canada."
— Robert Kingnens, Soph.
Ontario, Canada

son why our country has yet to
establish it as the official language.
Some people probably don't
care, and probably even more people have never even realized that
the U.S. doesn't have an established official language.
If our country would like to feel
more united than it is right now,
then perhaps establishing the
English language — which is most
widely practiced in this country —
as the nation's official language is
the answer.

"I had to adapt to this country, and if anyone lived in
Israel, I would expect t h e m to
do the s a m e . "
— Tarik Abubaker, Soph.
Israel

'There needs to be one common language so that everyone
can communicate effectively."
—
Opal
Golden,
Soph.
Horseheads, N Y

"There needs to be a c o m mon language so everyone
can
understand
each
other."
— Paul Carrasco, Sr.
Santa Cruz, Bolivia
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Catching
glimpses
of the past

s
^Taking on two role

A

s I Hip through photo albums of
my parents as children, my reactions consist not of awe and wonder but
of belly-aching laughter.
Prof. Russell Daubcrt was hearing
By RODGER LOVE
There were also times, on road trips
God's
call to the ministry before
Champion Reporter
with my family, when my parents
college. His decision was based on
would flip on the oldies stations and
n Fridays most of the staff at Liberty where he was to live.
sing like there was no tomorrow. I
throw off their roles as professors and
Before coming to Liberty in
remember slouching in my seat and
begin to relax. Others, however, trade in 1978, Daubcrt had taken part in
exclaiming about the injustice of havtheir teaching caps to put on pastoral robes. many activities from leading
ing to listen to my parents sing songs
Some professors in the areas of religion and Bible studies to being a pastor. It
about hound dogs.
communications take on the role of pastors was during his 18 years at Liberty I
While I complained about their genat small local churches.
that Daubert felt God called him
eration's popular songs being silly and
While these individuals were similarly to pastor at Faith Bible Church in
pointless and their style of clothing
called into the ministry to be pastors and pro- Falconcrville, Va. He considers
being hideous and down-right hysterifessors, they were called in different ways.
his role a "ministry, not a job."
cal, so, too, will my generation's chilReligion Prof. James Borland believes
Like Borland, Daubcrt is able
dren look back and laugh at us.
he received his call from God while in col- to get both his sermons and
"Impossible," you exclaim, "We
lege. During an evangelist meeting on May lessons together by using inforwere cool!"
6, 1964, Borland was convicted that his mation that he has given to stuEven I, a product of the '80s mental"life would be wasted if not used full time dents years before. Being the son
ity, have to admit the typical '80s child
for the Lord."
of a prison chaplain, Daubert is
was a little odd.
After making this decision, Borland also able to use his father's books
For example, remember the little
transferred to Los Angeles Baptist College, to get ideas for his sermons.
dolls, born in cabbages, that could be
where he majored in Bible. Three years
While teaching at Liberty,
adopted for a hefty price?
later he received his master's degree of Daubcrt took the opportunity to
Yes, I speak of Cabbage Hatch Kids.
Divinity and went to Talbert Seminary to travel on mission trips to countries |
All my friends were getting one, so 1
receive his Th.M. and eventually his Th.D. like the former U.S.S.R and
had to have one, too. So my mother
from Grace Theological Seminary.
Europe. He uses his trip experirushed to the store along with all the
For 16 years, Borland was an associate ences not only as examples for his
other parents and fought to get me one
pastor at Thomas Road Baptist Church. lessons, but also to encourage stuof those dolls.
Then one Sunday, Berean Baptist Church dents to take part in going on trips.
Looking back, those were the ugliest
asked him to be a guest speaker.
For Daubcrt, traveling on misdolls I have ever seen. If I had realized
Later, they asked him to become an inter- sion trips "sharpens the focus,
this earlier, I probably could have
im pastor and, eventually, pastor. Because broadens the mind and enriches ...
saved my mother a few less bruises.
Berean couldn't afford a full-time pastor, spiritually."
Oh well, it gave the media something
Borland works part-time, preaching only on
Like Daubert, Communication
to talk about.
Sunday mornings.
Studies Prof. Cecil Kramer was
The popular hairstyles must have
Although the idea of two positions may also a pastor's child and also
also made grownups wonder about the
seem rough, Borland considers it easy. He decided to dedicate his life to fullsanity of the '80s child.
file photon
feels that "preaching and teaching go hand time service.
During the early '80s, my hairstyle
in hand."
When he arrived at Liberty in
MAKING A DIFFERENCE — Some Liberty
consisted of the feathered look with my
For his classes, he uses the same mater- 1981, he not only worked as a
professors trade their teaching caps for pasbangs parted down the middle. I supial he's used for years, only upgrading it in speech professor, but he was
toral robes after the busy school week.
pose I was trying for the preppy look.
some areas. And since he only pastors on also a student in the Liberty
Although the professor/pastors know
Whether I mastered that look remains
He claims that it is an "ideal situation"
Sunday mornings, he plans ahead and Baptist Theological seminary, studying
they're
not alone in their double role, they
debatable.
works on it either early in the morning or under professor/pastors Borland and Dr. teaching concepts in the class and applying
say
it
is
hard to sec each other because of
Then toward the mid-'80s the punk
them to a congregation.
late in the evening, usually getting it done Frank Schmitt.
time
with
classes. However, when they
style was popular. From crimped hair
Kramer is also concerned with time
It would seem that some of the other proby Tuesday night.
have
the
chance
to meet together, it seems
for girls and spiked hair for boys to big
Borland said he has learned to use his fessors would be resentful of those who have management. He sets certain areas of time
overwhelming.
bangs — no, make that huge bangs —
time wisely. Any free time he has, whether two jobs, but according to Kramer, "many for his office, for his classes and for his
doing crazy things with hair was popuAccording to Kramer, "It's more than
on trips, during breaks or at one of his professors ... arc envious from the standpoint sermon or church situations. He uses a
lar. It's amazing how much hairspray
son's soccer games, he uses it to grade stu- that I not only get to teach communications, structured form of time management for his being just a colleague here. It's that were all
my hair consumed each week. What's
but I'm actively involved in communications family, eating at the same time every doing the same thing out there someplace ...
dents' written assignments.
more amazing is that I still have bangs.
evening, setting a time to leave church, etc. it really is a special thing."
Unlike Borland, Communication Studies from a vocational standpoint."
Oh, and we can't forget the popular
colored and glitter hairspray. Due to overexposed hair, soon I won't have to worry
about gray hair; I'll have to watch for any
sudden bald spots that might form.
While I could expound more on odd
hairstyles and even crazier dressing
mercy, it's comforting to know that God has someone who has his thumb on us as he ance. The problem is many times we don't
ife gives us
styles, the one thing that influenced me
holds us down.
patience with us.
live according to that balance.
trouble some
the most during the '80s was television.
We focus so intensely on God as the Judge
God's love and forgiveness is seen in
Verse 8 shows the balance between God's
times, but that's
My one dream, having watched
Psalms. We would not even have that and Lawgiver, we forget how compassionate anger and His love. This verse tells of God's
understandable. As
countless "The Price is Right" shows,
book of the Bible if it had not been for the and loving he truly is. We forget that he has anger toward us. However, God is not quick
believers, we are
was to win the big Showcase
difficulties, trials and transgressions of given us grace and that we have to lean on to anger. And once he is angered, he never
no exception to the
Showdown. I was convinced that if I
his mercy.
King David.
holds on to it forever.
trials that come
got on the show I could win it all.
with life.
He had his share of failures. His transgresNever forget that God created us. He
In comparison, we view our troubles and
I still haven't abandoned this dream,
sions against God caused him much pain and understands our condition, and he is patient transgressions in the opposite way.
Situations arise
although I have given up my dream of
guilt, and he still wrote about the love of God with us:
When we fall or stumble we are quick to
in which we stumbecoming a Barker's Beauty. It was
and how it can work in our lives:
"The Lord is compassionate and gra- get angry at ourselves. Then once we're
ble. This is to be
TED
hard to let go of, but after many hours
"Praise the Lord, O my soul, and forget cious, slow to anger, abounding in love. He angry with ourselves, we hold on to that
expected.
of rigorous psychological counseling
If we could only CUNNINGHAM not all his benefits— who forgives all your will not always accuse, nor will he harbor anger far longer than our Lord would have
sessions, I now just want to appear on
his anger forever;
us to.
look at our fail- ^ ^ • • • • • • • • • • ^ • ^ sins and heals all your diseases,
the show as a contestant.
Who redeems your life from the pit and
He docs not treat us as our sins deserve or
urcs and shortcomings as God does, then
Man was formed by God out of the dust of
As far as shows go, "The Price is
guilt and pain would be much more short- crowns you with love and compassion, who repay us according to our iniquities.
the ground. God has never forgotten that.
Right" was second only to my all-time
satisfies your desires with good things so that
For as high as the heavens arc above the
lived and easier to overcome.
Christians who believe and fear God will
favorite show, "The Great Space
Forgiving ourselves is important. God your youth is renewed like the eagle's" earth, so great is his love for those who be given mercy from everlasting to everlastCoasters." Watching "no gnus is good
fear him; for he knows how we arc formed, ing, hear, however, docs not mean that we
knows we're fallible, and yet he forgives (Psalm 103:2-5 NIV).
gnus with Gary Gnus" probably influToo many times we view God as this he remembers that we are dust" (Psalm live in constant remorse.
us when we fail. We must do the same.
enced me the most in pursuing a career
God is the ultimate example of forgiveness mean person who sits up in heaven with a 103:8-14 NIV).
A defeated life will be lived if we don't
in journalism.
The Scripture teaches of an excellent bal- forgive ourselves as Christ has forgiven us.
and love. With his abounding grace and stern look on his face. We view him as
I'm kidding, I think, but it makes me
wonder just how much TV influenced
This is definitely a must-get album for all
the '80s generation.
who want to be blessed and reminded of
The funniest thing about the '80s is
God's presence.
that it seems like yesterday. But it's
been more than six years since 1989,
*kifk
.lonathon Pierce. "One Love"
* * l / 2 YouthOuest. "This is The Lift"
and by then the popular '80s styles had
This
new
rising
artist
can
really
sing!
It's
No, it's not a joke! Liberty's own Youthfaded out.
amazing
to
see
an
album
with
such
unique
flaQuest
singers have released their first album,
What's scarier than looking back and
vor
in
every
song
on
a
new
release.
No
one
"This
is
The Life."
realizing I wasn't as cool as I first
will
walk
away
without
being
impressed
with
The album begins with the song "Everything
thought is flipping on the radio now and
Jonalhon's voice.
that Hath Breath," which exemplifies the
hearing '80s music on oldies stations.
The album begins with the title cut, "One group's talent.
Sooner than I think, I'll most likely
Love,"
which calls for a deeper love and comAlthough the album is well done, it has a
have children of my own, and they'll
mittment
to
Christ.
weak
point in that none of the songs are origiprobably laugh at me just like I
The
album
also
deals
with
relying
on
God's
nal.
The
songs are remakes of famous
laughed at my parents.
Christian
artists
like 4-Mim, Twila Paris, Truth
strength
instead
ol
your
own.
Secretly I'll probably agree, but I
and
others.
Although
the
album
mostly
deals
with
the
will not say anything because the '80s
issue of relying on God, it also focuses on the
liven though the songs are not original, it is
are a part of me and probably will be
You
know
Grace,
you
simply
MUST
learn
issue
of
relationships
in
the
songs,
"Two
still
an album to be cherished and greatly
remembered as the most wonderful
Hearts"
and
"Commitment
of
the
Heart."
enjoyed
by all.
to let your hair down once in a while.
time of my life.

O

Forget not God's benefits
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Reflections
on our past
T

he '80s — those were the good old
days when Ronald Reagan was president, the unnatural look was popular, and
"cool" people layered everything from
clothes to makeup.
Most of today's college students began
their school careers as Reagan began his
presidency. G.I. Joe action figures,
Strawberry Shortcake, Cabbage Patch
Kids, My Little Ponies and Transformers
abounded in playgrounds everywhere in
the early '80s.
As the '80s progressed, so did fashion.
Jelly shoes and bracelets became popular,
along with fluorescent colored clothes,
pegged jeans and upturned collars.
Not only was the dramatic look popular
in clothing styles, it was also popular in
hair fashions. Hair stopped being parted
in the middle and feathered back and
became crimped with four-inch-high
bangs. We thought we were so cool.
The '80s also produced many classic
cartoons. Most of today's college students
grew up watching "Scooby Doo," "Josie
and the Pussycats," "Inspector Gadget,"
and "He-Man" and "She-Ra."
And who can forget the popular '80s sitcoms? "Family Ties," "Alf," "Growing
Pains," "Who's the Boss," "Different
Strokes" and many others all helped determine the style and culture of the '80s.
Box office sales grew with "Sweet
Sixteen," "Big" and "Breakfast Club."
Movies like "E.T.," "Raiders of the Lost
Ark" and 'Top Gun" were also blockbusters during the '80s.
In the news, the marriage of Prince
Charles and Princess Diana took precidence during the early '80s.
Also from England, Americans adopted
the popular punk style. Hair was spiked
and dyed with Kool-Aid. Leather was
worn, as were stone-washed and acidwashed jeans.
Politics became more conservative in the
'80s. Reagan brought new economic policies to the United States. Jerry Falwell and
Moral Majority held rallies to support
America, Christianity and conservatism.
Since the '80s, society has completed a
transformation . But even though we may
not have realized how stupid we sometimes looked, the '80s were fun while
they lasted.
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(other popular toys)
•Transformers
•Pound Puppies
•Cabbage Patch Kids
•Super Soaker
•Speak-n-Spell
•Pacman
•Nintendo
•G.I. Joe
•Cuisenart
•Rubik's Cube
•VCR (Beta)
•Barbie
•Walkman and
headphones
•Swatch watches
•Donkey Kong
•Hungry Hungry
Hippos
•Easy Bake Oven
•Slinky
•Star Wars
action figures

Chic

Jeans

(Other television favorites)
•A-Team
"MacGyver
•Punky Brewster
'Who's the Boss?
•The Muppet Show
«Alf
•Dukes of Hazzard
-Saturday Night Live
•Little House on the Prairie 'Charles in Charge
•My Two Dads
•Knight Rider
•Mission Impossible
•Scooby Doo
•Growing Pains
•Facts of Life
•Greatest American Hero
•Family Ties
•The Love Boat
•He-Man
•The Brady Bunch (reruns)
•Magnum P.I.
•Gilligan's Island
•The Jeffersons
•Dallas
•Silver Spoons
•She-Ra
•Air Wolf
•Strawberry Shortcake
•Moonlighting
•Night Court
•Miami Vice
•The Smurfs
•Different Strokes
•Scarecrow and Mrs. King •Murder She Wrote

(Other fashion favorites)
•Lee
•Parachute pants
•Fluorescent colors
•Vuarnet
•Jelly shoes
•Acid-washed blue jeans
•Rolled-up jeans
•Corduroys
•Jams
•Sassoon
•Adidas
•Izod
•Nike
•Velcro sneakers
•Esprit
•Ocean Pacific
•Tie-dyes
•Converse
•Gotcha
•K-Swiss

\ I /
/

•Story by Amanda Godshell
•Art by Susan Lindner and Keith Ludlow
•Survey conducted by Ted Woolford and staff
•100 students surveyed
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We Are
The World
(Other music favorites)
•Girls Just Want to Have Fun
•Walk Like an Egyptian
•If It Isn't Love
•When the Going Gets Tough
•Wang Chung
•I Can't Fight This Feeling Anymore
•Total Eclipse of the Heart
•Greatest Love of All
•Material Girl
•Take On Me
•The Heat Is On
•Jump
•Everybody Wants to Rule the World
•Purple Rain
•Tainted Love
•Thriller
•I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For
•Shout
•Celebration
•Land Down Under
•Walk This Way
•Hey Mickey
•Summer of '69
•Hangin Tough
•Lost In Your Eyes
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Virginia Tech
out-skates Flames
Walyuchow and Jason McArdle combined for 43 saves. Walyuchow
answered the call on several quality
teammate 11 seconds later, making opportunites for Tech as he sprawled
By KEITH SAVOIE
the score 5-3 Hokies and putting the across the ice to make the saves.
Champion Reporter
game away.
Defensive breakdowns plagued LU
Taylor would add another goal with throughout die game, though.
Fighting against both rustiness and a
high-powered Virginia Tech offense, 1:32 remaining. The goal came on the
Liberty was scored upon twice when
the LU hockey club dropped a 6-3 first shot faced by LU relief goalie its defensemen failed to cover the slot
decision to the Hokies at the Roanoke Jason McArdle.
in front of die goaltender.
Civic
Center i
The game's first scoring action came
"We tried to do too much in our own
Saturday night.
at the 15:23 mark of the first period. zone," defenseman Darrin Dick said.
Despite a closeTaylor, who finished the night with a hat
LU was victimized by its own lack of
knit game throughout, the Hokies trick, was able to flip a rebound loose in ice-time die last four weeks. The Flames
scored three unanswered goals late in the crease past Walyuchow.
appeared to be disoriented early in die
Virginia Tech's lead stood until late contest and were unable to keep up with
the third period to hand Liberty the
the opening period, when Tim Fus of the Hokies as the game progressed into
loss.
LU's Steve Clark netted a goal (his Liberty scored two short-handed goals the latter stages.
fifth of the season) for the Flames with with three minutes to go. Fus beat
Despite the Flames' lack of ice legs,
13:01 to play in the third to notch Frost through the five hole for the the team members felt they were in die
things up at three for Liberty. Clark first goal and over the shoulder for the game until the final horn.
took the puck the length of the ice and second, giving Liberty the 2-1 lead
"We could have won it tonight, but a
beat Tech goaltender Jack Frost on a heading into the game's first intermis- couple of goals took die steam out of us,"
sion with a head of steam.
back-hander.
LU Head Coach Corrado Puglisi said.
Tech went ahead on goals by Andre
Unfortunately for tlie Flames, the tie
If in fact this contest was the finale
was short-lived. Andre Mull scored a Hurlburt and Ivan Pannovich in the for the Flames' 1995-96 season,
go-ahead goal for Virginia Tech four second period to give the Hokies a 3-2 Puglisi doesn't see any major losses as
minutes later, taking a pass in the slot lead that stood until Clark tied the far as players for next season.
and beating LU goalie Cory score with his full-length rush.
"Our goal is to rebuild this program
Strong performances were turned in and put LU hockey back where it used
Walyuchow to the stick side.
Tech's James Taylor matched his by the LU goaltending, as Corey to be," Puglisi said.

Goalies peppered for 49 shots

Hockey

Zachary Kronenbcrger / LIBERTY CHAMPION

HANDY MAN — Craig Handwerker skates down the ice.

Football designs schedule
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

The task facing the Flames on the gridiron
this fall is set. Eleven games have been scheduled for the upcoming 1996 season.
Unlike the past two seasons, the 1996 schedule favors the Flames. "We don't have any
extended road trips," Liberty Athletics Director
Chuck Burch said. "No more three-game road
treks, not even two game swings."
The Flames will almost certainly take the
schedule. In the three-game road trips the past
two seasons Liberty mustered just a 2-4 mark.
The Flames will open up the season early,
traveling to East Tennessee State the last week
in August. Liberty is then at home for back-toback weekends. Western Carolina rolls in to
take on the Flames Sept. 7. The meeting with
Western Carolina is the first ever against that

team. The Flames wrap up the two-game home
stand hosting Delaware State Sept. 14. Liberty
has won five of the nine meetings the two teams
have had.
On Sept. 21, Liberty travels to Baltimore to
face Morgan State. The Flames are back at
home Sept. 28 to face Indiana State. The
Sycamores are one of three teams the Flames
are facing for the first time. October 5 is an off
week for Liberty.
The first game in October comes at home
against Hofstra on Oct. 12. The Flames head
over to Bowling Green, Ky., Oct. 19 to face
Western Kentucky.
LU will be back at home for Homecoming on
Oct. 26 and will take on Charleston Southern,
the team that nearly ended Liberty's playoff
hopes late lastseason.
November
2 the
Flames will play at

Hampton University.
On Nov. 9 Liberty hosts their final game of
the regular season. A Division 2 opponent is
scheduled, but the name cannot be released at
this time.Liberty finishes out the season in
Statesboro, Ga., battling Georgia Southern
Nov. 16.
"I think it's going to be a good schedule for
us," Burch said. Ten of the 11 teams Liberty
faces hail from Division 1 -AA.
Both Hofstra and Georgia Southern made
post-season appearances last year. Georgia
Southern is one of three teams Liberty plays
from the Southern Conference. East Tennessee
State and Western Carolina are the others.
The football team is currently in the midst of
spring practice, which runs until mid-April.

Ted Woolford / LIBERTY CHAMPION

SPRING TRAINING — Glenwood Ferebee reads the defense.
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Bridal &
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MINDBOGGLE
Play

NEW/ EXCITING/
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SELECTIONS/

Your Formal Wear Headquarters

Free
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yfcfeo Arcadas

at

Mindboggle
Video Arcade

528-0543

River Ridge Mall

645 Oakley Ave. (OH Memorial. Near Food Lion)

($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 4-30-96 Sun. - Thurs. only
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533 Jire^Rotatipn&^Balance or $9.90* Oil Change /Lube & Filter
Brakes
(Free Inspection)
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CV Joint Boot
Replacement

Brake Special I
$

I

4490labor I
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• Front wheel drive cars
require good solid
CV joint boots to
prevent damage to
expensive CV joints.

I
Plus Parts
I
Inspect Rotors I
I
or
I
Drums
I
Resurfacing Inc.
I
Inspect
I
Hydraulic
I
System
w/coupon exp. 4-30-96 .L,

We accept
Visa
Mastercard
Discover
Amex
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cards
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•Parts & Labor
• Second Boot,
same axle

E

3995*

w/coupon exp. 4-30-96
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Offical
VA state
motor
vehicle
Inspection
station

VA state
Inspection
station
#6579

.BRAKES and MORE

U+tAUL

Make reservations early.

I General Service and Repair. More than just our name.
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Change •| Tl
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Lube & Filter \\ • UIMC
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•Change oil &
I replace
oil filter
I
I
•Lubricate
I
Chassis
I
I •Check & top off
all fluids
I
I
•Free brake
inspection
I
I
$
<J0*
I
I w/coupon exp. 4-30-96
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AVAILABLE

I

Computerized
Diagnostic Engine i
Tune-Up
I

I

4Cyl.$2Q90* I
I

6 Cyl. $3490* I
X

Cyl. $3990"

Hours: M-PX-o, Sat, 8*4

Grand Opening
of our
New Expansion
"New Lunch & Dinner Buffet"
Lunch
Dinner
$4"
$5"
Call Ahead Order Welcome
Eat in or Carry Out • Delivery Available for business

Thursday
March 28
7 P.M.
TE125

PEKING
Chinese R e s t a u r a n t

Tel. 385-9663
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I
I

Some vwu,p»;lai|»,U4iisvrtfie awl li»d |
to (aw f l i n t s *kl'I. Call your ccotet
fir [iking & drtajla.

I 3012 Wards Road - Lynchburg 239-0902 Fax 239-0911 (2 Blocks S. of River Ridge MaU) SunKWU.Haun.iHy

How do I do it?

Meet with Drs. Hall
and Matheny.
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WORLD
IMPACT
Informational Meeting
International Studies
Specialization

• WEDDING GOWNS
• BRIDESMAIDS
• PROM/PAGEANT
• M-O-B, FLOWER GIRL
• SHOES, INVITATIONS

^TUXEDOS
> RENTALS

Fax. 385-4133

Graves Mill Shopping Center
Rt 221 Unit C3 • Forest.VA. 24551
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Radford kills tennis
By BRIAN HAGERMAN
Champion Reporter

Ted Woolford / LIBERTY CHAMPION

SLAM — Barrett Conolly delivers an overhead smash in
Liberty's loss to rival Radford at the LU tennis complex.

Radford University handed the
Liberty University tennis team a
dreadful loss Wednesday in dreary
cold weather. The loss brought
Liberty's five-game winning streak
to a halt.
The last time these two teams
met Radford came out on top, winning 5-2 last September.
This time it was no different.
Radford was even more equipped
as its No. 1 seed in singles was eligible for this match. He was not
present for the match last fall.
"They improved themselves
since we played them last fall by
having their No. 1 player with them
for Uiis match. They beat us last fall
without him and with him this time,
that pushed the guys we lost to last
time down one spot. We are an
improved team since we last met
but not as much as Radford is with
their team," LU Tennis Coach Carl
Diemer said.

In singles play, LU's No. 1 player, Brett Clullow lost 6-2 and 7-5 to
Radford's No. 1 player.
The No. 2 match had LU's Chris
Devore losing 6-2 and 6-1.
Playing in the No. 3 match was
LU's senior captain Barrett
Connolly,
who lost to his Tennis
Radford foe
6-3. Donolly felt the weather
played a big role in LU's loss.
"We were in Florida all last
week, and we got used to the nice
weather, and to come out here (in
this cold weather) was different."
"Also, because our practices were
canceled this week and our game (on
Tuesday) was canceled, none of us
have played since last Friday on
spring break," Donnoly said.
Greg Scalzini, the No. 4 seed,
was one of the only bright spots
Liberty had. "It looked as if nobody
really showed a will to try but
Greg, and he played a good match,"
Diemer said.
LU's No. 5 seed, Anton

Matusevich, lost 6-2 and 6-4 but
thought he played well. "I thought I
did a good job, but he had some
outstanding shots. We play the
same style (of tennis) but he moves
faster Uian me," Matusevich said.
In the No. 6 seed match, LU's
Matt Swinehart took an early lead
by winning the first match 6-4 but
lost the next two 6-1 and 6-4.
In doubles play, LU's Devore and
Scalzini lost 8-2. The Flames tandem of Matusevich and Swinehart
was also defeated 8-6. LU's
Clullow and Donnoly beat Radford
9-8 in their match.
Diemer was disappointed with
his team's losing efforts but hoped
his team would ready for next
week's conference game versus
UNC Asheville.
"The team wasn't ready for
(today's) matches. We had a very
good spring break by winning all
five matches ... I don't know what
was wrong with them today, but
hopefully they will be ready to play
next week against Asheville."

Season ends at tournament for ladies
By LAURELEI MILLER
Champion Reporter

Defeat plagued the Lady Flames' basketball
season. In the Big South tournament, March 7,
the No. 1-seeded UNC Greensboro (17-9), delivered a final blow to the Flames (No. 8) and
knocked out Liberty (5-22) in thefirstround of
the tournament 84-40.
"We were so pumped," sophomore forward
Keri Johnson said. "I thought we had a chance."
The concluding disappointment summed up
the Flames' struggle all year. "It was kind of a
reflection of the season," guard Julie Bintz said.
For the opening 10 minutes, "we hung pretty
well," sophomore forward Florie Willey said.
"(But then) things didn't really go our way ...
and we had a hard time scoring."
Junior guard Genie Stinnett and sophomore
forward Erin Wall made the largest impact on
the Flames' score as they eachfinishedthe game
with 10 points — together contributing half of
the 40. Stinnett sank threefirst-halftreys.

"There's not really much you can say about
(the season)," center Michelle Wyms commented. "You can't turn back the hands of time."
"Going into the year "
we knew we had a lot of Women's
talent," Stinnett said, "but
Basketball
so many little things happened so that it didn't come together. I don't
think the whole year we ever played our best for
a full 40-minute game."
Liberty lost three of its contests by one point
in the closing seconds and six more by single
digits. "(Often) the last three minutes (of the
game) really killed us," Willey said.
Turnovers also created big problems for the
Lady Flames, who totaled 668 in their 27
matchups. "A lot of the turnovers were
unforced," guard Julie Bintz said.
"Our guards were young, but for next year they
know what's expected of them," Wyms said.
All of Liberty's victories were won on the
home court, and the Flames averaged 54.8
points per game. Wyms and Wall led LU's scor-

ing this season as theyfinishedwith 265 and
213 respectively.
As the team puts this season behind it and
looks toward the future, it recognizes various
areas where improvement is necessary to make
the upcoming season successful.
"We got so used to losing that it wasn't a big
deal," Stinnett said. "So next year we can't let
ourselves just accept that. We've got to want to
win ... We have to go out with a mindset that we
can win and (that) we're going to win."
The Lady Flames admit that they struggled
with turnovers this year, and most believe that
extensive summer practice and drills will be a
key to better ball-handling for next season.
"It will be up to each individual to work on
skills," Willey said.
"Who works hard during the summer is going
to determine next season," Johnson said.
Experience should benefit the Lady Flames
when they resume play in November. All of this
year's starters are returning as upperclassmen
except for Bintz, who gave a quality perfor-

mance as point guard.
"I think we're going to win a lot more ballgames next year, and experience is going to help
us," Johnson said.
In addition to "experience," next season's
Lady Flames will display some fresh talent,
including new recruits Jennifer Jess and twins
Sharon and Sarah Wilkerson.
"Everyone's kind of excited about them ...
(but) we've just got to give them a chance to
prove themselves," Wyms said.
Taking one final glance back over the past season, Stinnett pointed out, "Even though we didn't
have a great record, it was a team that I think really loved the Lord... and I loved playing on it."
The team seemed to indicate that next year's
LU fans can expect a hard-working, exciting
team that has high hopes and that learned valuable lessons from this year's disappointments.
"We're not going to want another season
like this past one, and we're going to do whatever we can to keep that from happening,"
Bintz concluded.

Rodgers, a sophomore, leads the
Lady Flames in ERA at 1.07. She
has compiled a 4-1 record thus far.
Phillips, a freshman from nearby Rustburg, has made the jump
from high school in fine fashion.
Phillips has amassed 45 Ks and
has 1.17 ERA.
Phillips sees her performance as
a parallel to the rest of the team
thus far.
"We play together and we have
a lot of talent. We have a lot of
freshmen, but they're all doing
well in the field," Phillips said.
The team has 11 freshmen.
While the team has received
stellar pitching, it has helped itself
on the basepaths. Liberty has pilfered 33 bases on 43 attempts so
far and prides itself on the ability
to stretch singles into doubles.
"We love to run. We take the
key spots to run in ... We are quick
on the bases."
Not only are the Lady Flames
quick of foot, but Uiey also like to
take advantage of mistakes made
by their opponents.
"You cannot go out there and
make bad plays and mental mistakes and expect to win because
(teams) capitalize. We do that.
When somebody makes a mental
mistake we will push them and be

e®^
BASKETBALL MANAGER

G)

Anyone wishing to
be a manager for the
woman's basketball
team, please contact
Gretchen Clark
at 2907

Services Available

Fast and Affordable
Call His Word
Processing
847-3220

Mike Nelson / LIBERTY CHAMPION

Baseball
March 26 vs.
Virginia
Commonwealth,
3 p.m.
March 29 vs.
Radford, 3 p.m.
March 30 vs.
Radford, doubleheader, 12 p.m.
April 2 at East
Tennessee State,
3 p.m.

Softball
March 26 vs.
North Carolina
A&T, 2 p.m.
March 27 at
Averett, 2 p.m.
March 29-30 at
Sports Plus
Tournament
April 2 at
Radford, 3 p.m.

\ CLEAN LUBT

Fast start equals high hopes
Continued from Page 14

Games

are not there yet," Wetmore said.
While the team has not reached
where it wants to be, it does feel
that t) ere is a clear reason for
what thry have already achieved,
a blessing from above.
"God has blessed this team. Do
we have the most talent in this
league? Probably not. Are we getting die most out of what we've
got? Yes. Is it going to get better?
I think so. But it is all attributed to
God's blessing on this team,"
Wetmore said.

I
I

S E RVIC E

C E N T E R

Oil, Lube, And Filter
$5.00 off

i
i
i
L

PENNZjHl
reg. $24.95
( Up to 5 Quarts )
Coupon good thru 4-16-96
8503 Timberlake Rd. 237-5771
Store Hours:M-F 7:30-6:00; Sat. 7:30-4:00

LAY IT DOWN — Stacey Radulovich drops down a bunt.
aggressive until they suck it up," He feels that there are still areas
Wetmore said.
that they can improve upon.
"They are not satisfied with our
With all of the pluses the team
has going for it, Wetmore refuses defense yet ... We are starting to
to let his team rest on its laurels. make good defensive plays but we

Do you know a
"Champion for
Christ?"
ItofWs Jcxvtlers would life to celebrate with you the 25th
anniversary of Liberty University. "We would life to give a 25 point
Lazare diamond to the person you feel is a Champion for Christ.
Someone whose actions and principles most embody the ideals of
Liberty University. It could be someone you know who donates time,
serves the needs of the less fortunate, or someone who has
provided you guidance during a difficult period.
Teofifs jewelers would life to give this unsung hero a
diamond. All we need is for you to write, in 250 words or less, a
description of the person, and their charitable actions, and
why you feel they deserve to receive a Lazare diamond.

Rules

• The nominee must be a currently enrolled Liberty student, either on
campus or commuting.
• You may nominate more than one person, but please do so in a separate
essuy.
• All essays must be postmarked or hand delivered to Teofil's Jewelers
by April 10, 1996.
• The winning essay will l>e selected by the Grochowski family of Teofil's
Jewelers.
• The winning essay will be announced in Ihe April 23, issue of the
Liberty Champion.
• All nominations subject to verification.

I
Sfiotv your (Graduate
how proud you are of
them by placiny a special
graduation ad in

the Champion.
Our Cast issue tviCC
contain special messages
from famity and friends to
graduates.
To have your
message printed,
please
contact Plr. Davis a t
804-582-2128.
The Liberty

"TEOFIL'Si
Jewelers

W a t e r l i c k
P l a z a
Timberlake Road
Monday-cio*ed
2 3 9 6 5 0 2

*

Tuesday-Iriday U-7
Saturday 11-5

804.5S2.2I2S
Fax: S04.5S2.2420
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Point guard dishes out his thoughts
on first season in LU's backcourt
White's persistence pays off,
earns him Big South honors

and quittitng crossed the mind of become a chore.
Marcus White. Without hesitation,
However, White was once again
White said he would be lying if it had able to work through the challenge.
not "I wasn't going to leave, but I His parents surprised him by showing
always thought about going to junior up at the Radford and IMBC games
Texas, according to Texas high-school
By J O S H H O W E
college," White said.
in early February. "My parents came
basketball guru Mike Koontz. His pro(Tiampion Reporter
After working through his first year up and I had a long talk with them, and
duction also landed him in the Nike
and a few weeks of summer school, now I am playing my old game,"
Slicking it out. To many blue chip Ail-American Basketball Festival,
White was ready for the '95-96 sea- White said.
basketball players across the country making him one of the top 100 players
son. At least he thought so.
White's mother challenged him. His
this phrase is non-existent. When in prep hoops. There he was joined
The transition was not that easy. personal faith was one area in which
times get tough the first year in the big with the likes of Allen Iverson,
"Defense at this level is a lot more she did so. "I just stopped and read my
time, they do not do the same.
Stephon Marbury, Kevin Garnett and
intense than at the high-school level," Bible all that weekend (after they
However, in his sophomore season Felipe Lopez.
White said. Thefirstsix games of the left)," Marcus said. "I started to find
as point guard for the Liberty Flames,
Expectations? Certainly underseason he chipped in just six points a joy in basketball again."
Marcus White is proving to be an standable.
court outing.
After helping lead the Flames in a
exception to the rule. White capped
However, Marcus White's transition
Adjusting to the physical play on 22-point thrashing of conference foe
off his first year in Division 1 basket- from high school to college was not as
the floor is tough. That, coupled with UNC-Asheville, he was a step closer
ball, earning a spot on the All- smooth as it may appear.
outside pressure, has thrown die best playing like the old Marcus White.
Conference Rookie Team and First
The most difficult time in White's
players for a loop. "Coming into the
White's clutch shooting (15
Team All-Tournament team, after young but storied career did not come
season there were a lot of expecta- points) and timely passing brought
assisting in the Flames conference in deciding if he should go to Texas,
tions. I tried to live up to them," the Flames within four points of an
championship appearance.
Baylor or Liberty. It came his freshWhite said.
upset against No. 10 Virginia Tech.
That is what people expected out man year, the fall of 1994. White's
Marcus stated that trying to play to His production improved, too.
of the high school Ail-American hopes of playing hisfirstseason of colthose expectations hurt his concentra- Marcus's eight points, five rebounds
after the Flames signed him his lege basketball were put on hold after
tion. Much of the season he was play- and three assists per game helped
senior prep season.
he failed to meet the required test score
ing out of his game. Shooting less than the Flames roll into the conference
White averaged 15 points, nine to play Division 1 athletics. "It was
30 percent from the field and turning tournament winning six out of their
assists, seven rebounds and four steals tough. It was the first time I had to sit
the ball over nearly five times a game last eight games.
per contest in high school. Those num- since I was eight years old. It was real
was not uncommon. The game he
"I'm glad I stayed," White said.
bers made the Austin, Texas, native the hard to cope with," White said.
once loved in high school had now
So are the Flames.
Suddenly, taking the easy way out
seventh-best player in the state of

Grand Opening!

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

I

Califoriiia:> Wails

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

$15.95

FREE Airbrush With Coupon

SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
computerized insurance estimating

^ P l i o i i e #: 2 3 0 - 0 3 4 3
Walk-Ins Welcome
L o c a t e d A c r o s s from Tnco Itell
u
o n i o u t l i e r s Ml. IContl

•

•

3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804) 237-1337

»!

J

4
5

+ tax

r

+ tax

All Subs are made on Fresh French
Rolls, Mustard, Fat Free Mayonnaise,
Onions, Lettuce, Tomato,
Oil & Vinegar Available
Upon Request

SUPER SUBS

Pepperoni • Italian Sausage • Ham • Bacon •
Ground Beef • Extra Cheese • Fresh Mushrooms
Canned Mushrooms • Onions • Green Peppers •
Black Olives • Cheddar Cheese • Green Olives • Anchovies •
Banana Peppers • Jalapeno Peppers • Fresh Tomato Slices

+ tax

•

ALL SUBS
$
5 " and $ 2 "

BUILD YOUR OWN - OUR FRESH TOPPINGS

Large 14" - Two Topping Pizza

6"

•

ORIGINAL • DEEP DISH PAN • THIN CRUST

.

Medium 12"-Two Topping Pizza

99

•

THREE CRUST STYLES

Small 10" - Two Topping Pizza

99

237-3111

JAGUA

DOMINO'S PIZZA
College Campus Deals

| PIZZA

•

1 DOMINO'S

Wards Rd.

I

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

FILL:

tne pnoiu

GO MARCO, GO — Marcus White shoots up a jumper.

"ZZESTY " MEATBALL &
CHEESE
CLUB SUB
BACON CLUB
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK
"ZZESTY" ITALIAN
VEGETARIAN
"ZZESTY" PIZZA SUB

237-7788

ROAST BEEF & CHEESE
HAM & CHEESE
TURKEY & CHEESE

NEW DIPPING SAUpFS
GARLIC SAUCE
PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
SAUCE
ORIGINAL PIZZA SAUCE
RANCH DRESSING
BLEU CHEESE

DOMINO'S BUFFALO WINGS

250 each + tax
250
25C
250
250

each + tax
each + tax
each + tax
each + tax

OPEN LATE !

$099
\ J

$798
lOPiec

S

1197

/

g

20Pi.c

S

15

ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS

Our delicious bread sticks
baked fresh and painted with Garlic Butter
and Zzesty seasonings.

Available In: Hot, Medium, Mild Barbecue

96

4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS

s

8 TWISTY BREAD STICKS

s

8 CHEESE STICKS $229 + tax
with purchase ot pizza or sub.

16 CHEESE STICKS »3" + tax

1 2 9 + tax

with purchase ot pizza or sub

30 CHEESE STICKS '5s9 + tax

2 2 9 + tax

with purchase ol pizza or sub

Now Accepting Visa, Mastercard, and Discover Card

CAMPUS DEAL #1 ! CAMPUS DEAL #2
$C99
$C99

5

TWISTY BREAD STICKS

6

+ tax

+ tax

CAMPUS DEAL #3 ! CAMPUS DEAL #4
ONE FOR

$799
+ tax

$

TWO FOR

13".

2 6" SUB AND 2 CANS OF
COCA-COLA CLASSIC OR
DIET COKE

30 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
AND 2 CANS OF COCA-COLA
CLASSIC OR DIET COKE

LARGE UNLIMITED
TOPPING PIZZA

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

'

ONE FOR

$coo

TWO FOR

$inoo

10'

+ tax

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 50c
PER TOPPING PER PIZZA. NO
DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

I

+ tax

APPETIZER SPECIALS
ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD
$1.29 + TAX
5 PIECE WING SAMPLER
$1.99 + TAX
16 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
$2.99 + TAX
6" SUPER SUB
$2.49 + TAX
PIZZAORDER REQUIRED.
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Leading pitchers

Baseball Standings
Team

overall

1. Liberty
2. UNC Asheville
3. Winthr op
4. UNC Greensboro
5. Charleston So.
6. Coastal Carolina
7. Radford
8. UMBC

12-6
10-13
19-6-1
11-13
8-10-1
8-16
3-11
1-5

conference
2-1
1-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Softball Standings
1. Liberty
2. UNC Greensboro
3. East Carolina
4. Radford
5. Coastal Carolina
6. UMBC
7. Winthrop
8. UNC Wilmington

21-6
10-17
17-12-1
21-10
12-7
11-2
13-11
11-19

7-1
3-1
2-0
4-2
5-3
2-1
1-5
1-5

Baseball
Richards
WU
UNCG
Jackson
—
WU
3 Santa
1
WU
4. Lambert
1.5
UNCA
5. Watson
1.5
ecu
6. Ells
1.5
Softball
1.5
k\j
I .Fletcher
1.5
RU
2. .Tewett
1.5
LU
3. Phillips
4. Dulaney
ecu
5. Davis
RCU
6.Bendle
ECU

GB

2
2
2
2
2.5
5
5

Leading hitters
Baseball
UMBC
i;Krifcstati,Z.
UNCG
2. Giles
3; Hill K.
UMBC
4. Keller
WU
$. Benham, D. LU

.500
.424
.412
.409
.365

t. Tanski
2. Wolff
3. Falca
4. Rath
S.Martin

Softball
LU
UMBC
CCU
RU
WU

6-0
5-2
4-0
4-1
3-1
3-2
11-3
10-2
8-2
6-4
6-4
6-7

<34o»lg

SAVE OVER*^TON ULJ "FREE" OFFERS!
L STORE FOR MORE UNBEUEVAPLE BUY ONE SET ONE FBEE OFFERS!

RBI leaders
Baseball
UNCG
CCU
WU
WU
UNCA
WU
Softball
RU
1. Pickel
UNCG
2. Thompson
LU
3.Tahski
ECU
4.Clark
WU
5. Yon

33
25
21
21
20
19

1. Giles
2.Bagby
IKeller
4. Derwin
.5. Pastusnok
6. Colameco

.473
.455
.424
.423
.422

31
23
21
18
17

46 Oz. Cafes

1 Gallon Crystal Springs

13-20 Oz. Selected Varieties

Harvest Ridge Drinking Water

CHUNG KING

Kosher Dills

Maurice's
40URMET

•
•

RESTAURANT

lyli

j

^n
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LUNCH BUFFET DAILY
Monday - Saturday 11 -2
Sunday 11- 2:30

18 Oz. Maurice's

5.5-6 Oz. Selected Varieties

BBQ Sauce

Wise Potato ChipsSour Cream

DINNER BUFFET
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
7118 Timberlake Road • Lynchburg, VA 24502 • Tel: (804)239-3444

16 Oz. Harris Teeter 97%

PERSONAL

FOR SALE
|
-4b

Kimberly -1 am sorry that I had to leave
so quickly. 1 would have waited for you,
but my beeper went crazy, there was an
emergency at work. Can we try again?
-Don

H E L P WANTED
BEST PART TIME JOB IN LYNCHBURG. Telemarketers needed, excellent
wages. Up to $7.75 per hr. Plan your
own schedule, min. 3 days, $6.00 inin.,
4 days, $7.00 per hr. Transportation
available, van leaves DeMoss Bid., 5:10
daily. Great hours for students. Mon-Fri,
5:30 to 9pm, Sat, 10am to 2pm.Call
582-1583
or 582-1587. B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Road,
Lynchburg, VA 24502
SUMMER WORK/ALL YEAR PAY
High Comm. Potential. Free information, Earn thousands monthly even if
you ONLY work summers. I-800-6996099 ext. 82180
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS? Over
$6 Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help. For
info call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. J5344I
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$45/hour leaching basicconversational English in Japan.
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For
info, call: (206) 971-3570 ext. J5344I

summer help..
If you arc going to be here lor ihe
summer wc have llie perfect job
for you. Flexible hours. Start
working in April and goes llirough
September. Tor more information
call Glenal 385-0237.

Light Bologna

Hard Pretzels

Two, ten speed mens bicycles; single
speed woman's Road Master exercise
bike. Priced from $15- $35. Single bed
room set, $125. 845-5336
EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION

•ATHLETE'S FOOT STUDY:
Males & females, age 12 & over
with athlete's foot. 'Three visits
over 4 weeks. CALL IMMEDIATELY FOR AN APPOINTMENT. STUDY PAYS $60.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up to
$2000 plus/month. World travel.
Seasonal and full-time positions. No
experience necessary. For info call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C53441.

3.7-4.3 Oz. Selected Varieties

5 Lb. Bag Premier Selection

Totino's For One

Potatoes

64 Oz. Selected Varieties

6Pk.120z.Can$Cantteld

3 Lb. Bag

Yellow Onions

1 1

•ATOPIC DERMATITIS STUDY
(Ec/.ema, red, irritated skin):
Males & females, age 7-16 with
moderate to severe atopic dermatitis. 8 visits over a 5 week period.
STUDY PAYS $120.
•PSORIASIS STUDY: Males &
females, Ages 21-65 who have
been diagnosed with psoriasis and
have a current active case.
Females of childbearing potential
are excluded from this study. 9
visits over a 12 week period.
STUDY PAYS $200
•UPCOMING INGROWN TOENAIL STUDY: Call for an
appointment.

RIWIW.UW.U.W .

the

To Place
a
Classified
Call

Mr. Davis ft

10 Oz. Tyson Mexican

Sunny Delight Chocolate Soda

Fa fita Tortilla

at
JLw/vL L I M Q ^

Special Note: Please call or come
by to sign up for a study before
the study is scheduled to start.

ma Sno-S
Now looking for

Fat Free Ham

16 Oz. Oscar Mayer Meat Or Beef 14.M5J50z.Reg. orUnsaltedSnyder's

2602 1 .anghorne kd
(Across from B.C. Glass)
1 .ynchburg, VA
847-5695
Hours: M-F 9-5

from
off
campus
Call

o

(804) 582-2128

k

16 Oz. Hormet Light & Lean Jumbo

Meat Franks

7 Lb. Acti-Scent or No-Track

10-11 Oz Stauffer's

Animal CrackersScoop Away

Prices in This Ad Effective Tuesday, March 26, Through Tuesday.April 2, 1995 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

I
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White reflects
on his season
on hard-wood

Pg-

Look back
at those
amazin' '80s
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RU squeaks past LU 2-1
Naylor makes RU
all-tourney team
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

Behind the All-Tournament team performance of Susan Naylor the Lady Flames
(21-6) softball team posted a 4-3 record at
the Radford University Invitational softball
tournament on Saturday. LU made its way to
the semi-finals of the tourney before dropping a 2-1 decision to Radford.
Naylor produced six hits for the Lady

Flames during the tournament while playing
a solid first base.
LU made its way into the semifinals by
defeating Cornell 2-1.
Liberty got all of the offense it needed for
the game in the bottom of the first when
catcher Shannon Tanski pulled a home run Softball
over the left field
fence. The shot scored Naylor, who singled,
from first base.
From there on out, the Lady Flames
cruised behind the pitching of Katie Phillips.
The right-handed power pitcher scattered
five hits, while allowing only one run in the
sixth inning. Phillips struck out three as she

ran her record to 8-2 on the season.
Cornell starter Julie Westbrook was equally effective. After the round trip by Tanksi,
Westbrook settled down and only allowed
four hits the rest of the way. Westbrook
struck out four Lady Flames in the game.
The Lady Flames started their run to the
semifinals with a 4-1 win over the Lady
Hokies of Virginia Tech.
Carrie Rodgers threw a beautiful game for
the Lady Flames as she allowed seven hits
over seven innings without allowing an
earned run. Rodgers struck out two and
walked none during the Lady Flames win.
Naylor was the offensive star for the Lady
Flames in the game as she went two for four

at the plate with a single and double. Naylor
also knocked in a run, scored two and stole
a base.
Liberty's round robin part of the tournament found the Lady Flames finishing 2-2.
LU picked up wins both Longwood College
4-3 and West Virginia State 23-2. LU's
losses came at the hands of St. Joseph's 43 and Leliigh 6-3.
LU Head Coach Paul Wetmore commented before the tournament that his team
would run up against some tough competition at Radford.
"We are playing some good teams (at
Radford's tournament), but we should be
able to win our share."

Softball
starts
off strong

Drills, drills, drills

By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

Ted Wqolford / Imuim CIUMHON

PRACTICE, PRACTICE —An LU defensive back
goes over his footwork with Defensive Coordinator
George Maclntyre during spring practice at

Williams Stadium Friday. The team is also putting
the finishing touches on its schedule for next season
(see Page 10).

What do you get when you have a power-hitting catcher, a
strong pitching staff and base-runners who attack the basepaths like a swarm of killer bees?
If you are the LU softball team, you have the best start in the
program's history (17-3 overall, 7-1 Big South) and no reason
to believe that things will change.
"The confidence level is up, they know that they can play at
the Division 1 level. Now they are going out and doing it day
in and day out," LU Head Coach Paul Wetmore said.
The Lady Flames softball team is shredding the competition
like Ollie North with important documents. The catalyst of the
team's tear is starting catcher Shannon Tanski. The junior backstop leads the team in batting average (.448), hits (30), home
runs (five), runs batted in (26) and doubles (11).
Weunore believes that Tanski's numbers are the result of a
superior batting intellect.
"She is killing the ball. She goes out there (to the plate)
thinking. She is a thinking hitter. She stays within herself, she
doesn't jump out at the ball. Shannon can hit anybody,"
Wetmore said.
Tanski, on the other hand, attributes her prosperity at the
plate to good coaching and a simple hitting philosophy.
"The whole key to hitting is to watch the ball and swing
hard," Tanski said.
While Tanski is the leading offensive player, the Flames
drink is also stirred by a different swizzle stick: good pitching.
"We don't have a number-one pitcher," Wetmore said, "we
have three number-one pitchers."
Those pitchers are Carrie Rodgers, Susan Naylor and Katie
Phillips. The three have a combined record of 17-3 and all have
earned run averages well under two (1.38). Opponents are batting a combined .221 against Liberty pitching.
Naylor, in her third season on the hill for Liberty, is the type
of pitcher that mows down the competition on a regular basis.
The junior, who was married in the off-season, has yet to lose
a game this year for the Lady Flames. She also leads the team
in suikeouts. She has sent 45 opponents back to the bench muttering to themselves already diis season.
Naylor pitched Liberty's first-ever no-hitter earlier this season, but had no idea what she was doing at the time. "I didn't
realize (I had a no-hitter) until the last inning of the game, but
it felt great," Naylor said.
Weunore expects the lire-throwing pitcher to heat up more
as the weather warms. "Susan is throwing the ball well,
but she'll throw the ball better... the warm weather hasn't been
here yet; when it is, she'll be better."
See, Fast, Page 11

Oliver homers twice,
leads Flames over UNCA
had a run-scoring double and a runscoring triple to finish the game with
Champion Reporter
two runs batted in. Liberty (12-5,2-0)
With heavy hitting and dominant managed to score in every inning
pitching, the Liberty baseball team except the second to win easily by a
swept the UNC Asheville Bulldogs 710-run margin. Mike Brown tossed a
1 and 144 in a double-header in complete game
Asheville on Saturday afternoon.
earning
the Baseball
Infoefirst game, Ben Barker led off win as he scatwitli a walk and Jason Oliver followed tered six hits, allowing four runs and
with his fust home run of the season to striking out three, The Bulldogs fell to
start tilings off at 2-0. Steve Wright 0-2 in the conference and 9-14 overall.
added a solo homer in the fifth inning,
On Ihursday, LU beat up on the
;uid Jason BenJuun ripped a two-run Aggies of North Carolina A&T 9 4 ill
shot in the sixth to power the Flames Greensboro by scoring live runs in the
to victory. This was enough for HI toj) of the ninth inning to pick up the
starter Tun Bickers as he allowed six win. The Aggies started the scoring
hits, an unearned run and four walks, witli three runs in the first inning off a
and struck out one.
double and a home run.
In the second game, Mike (iiordano
The Aggies would be shut out by
and Oliver had three hits apiece. Joe Fenske over the next live
(Miver hit his second homer of the day innings, however, as he struck out
while driving in tliree runs. (iiordano
11 and picked up his second win of
By KEITH SAVOIE

the season.
Down 3-0, Liberty battled back in
the top of the seventh inning when
David Dalton drove in Steve Wright

to put the Flames on top 4-3. This
score remained until the ninth inning,
when Liberty scored five insurance
runs, three of which came from a
triple by Mark Reed. Reed went twofor-four on the day, witli two runs
scored and four RBI. Tom Burkelt
pitched the eighth and ninth innings to
pick up the save.
Over spring break, Uie blames visited Jacksonville, Fla., and were
greeted by sub-freezing temperatures
for die first few games of their uip.
Liberty managed to finish the road
lour witli a 6-3 record. Victories for
I .ibci ty came against Xavier of Ohio,
a doubleheader sweep of Delaware
Stale and a come-liom-behiud win
HERE'S THE B1CK — Tim Bickers readies his delivery.
against North Florida,

I

RICH
MACLONE

For your
information
While the rest of the student
body was on the beaches of various coastal cities across the
country during spring break, I
was doing my best to keep up
with the sports world from
Sports Central, a.k.a. my dorm
room. I did this as service to you
the reader (actually I had to go to
a journalism conference and had
no choice but to watch a lot of
TV). Here are some things that I
noticed that you should know.
• Dennis Rodman has a great
career waiting for him after the
NBA as a professional wrestler.
He meets all of the criteria: he
looks like a freak, has a bad temperment, likes to run around
without his shirt on and delivers
a mean head-butt.
• The boos aimed at Mahmoud
Abdul Rauf would have been
much louder during the national
anthem had half the crowd not
gone to the concession stands
during the song. Perhaps before
the world condemns Rauf — or
as I like to refer to him, the player formerly known aS Chris
Jackson — it should take the time
out to honor the country itself. I
am all for national pride as long
as it is not spoiled by hypocrisy.
• It is scary to think that when
the NBA has its draft, there will
likely not be a senior taken
among the top six picks. The way
I see it, the top picks could be (in
no particular order): Allen
Iverson (sophomore guard,
Georgetown), Stephon Marbury
(freshman guard, Georgia Tech),
Tun Duncan (junior center, Wake
Forest), Marcus Camby (junior
center, Massachusetts), Keith
Van Horn (junior forward, Utah)
and Ray Allen (junior guard,
Connecticut).
• It doesn't matter if the Bulls
win 70 games. You don't get a
ring for best regular-season
record. It is of no matter though.
Chicago will win it all.
• Major League Baseball players are getting hurt in the
strangest ways at spring training:
scorpion stings, burns while
warming a baby bottle and linedrives in the face. After the
strike, doesn't that seem appropriate? 1 thought so.
• Wayne Gretzky is not going
to bring a cup to St. Louis. Why?
Two reasons. One, St. Louis is
too soft and won't get it done in
the playoffs. The second season
is far too physical for this crew.
Second, Grant Fuhr is going to
burn out Fuhr has started 71
straight games for the Blues.
• Michael Irvin, the Cowboys'
star receiver, needs to learn the
meaning of class and smart. First
of all it was classless of him to be
cussing on national TV in the
playoffs during interviews.
Second, he needs to learn a little bit about using his brain. Irvin
was found in a hotel room last
week witli a prostitute who happened to be in possession of
cocaine and marijuana. Irvin is a
married man, by the way.
• Speaking of stupid players.
1 low about itial Ham Morris'.' 1 le
may not have been able to help
his team win the Super Bowl, but
lie knows where to find six
pounds rjf marijuana.
Well, there you go. Just a few
tilings I thought that you should
know.

